In leptogenesis scenario, the decays of heavy Majorana neutrinos generate lepton family asymmetries, Ye, Yµ and Yτ . They are sensitive to CP violating phases in seesaw models. The time evolution of the lepton family asymmetries are derived by solving Boltzmann equations. By taking a minimal seesaw model, we show how each family asymmetry varies with a CP violating phase. For instance, we find the case that the lepton asymmetry is dominated by Yµ or Yτ depending on the choice of the CP violating phase. We also find the case that the signs of lepton family asymmetries Yµ and Yτ are opposite each other. Their absolute values can be larger than the total lepton asymmetry and the baryon asymmetry may result from the cancellation of the lepton family asymmetries. §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
From the recent astronomical observations, the precise values for cosmological baryon to photon ratio (η = Leptogenesis 3) is a very attractive scenario for the matter and the anti-matter asymmetry of our universe. 4) Because the seesaw mechanism 5) which underlies the scenario is able to give a natural explanation for tiny neutrino masses, it is important to study the scenario from both cosmological and particle physics point of views. In the early literatures, 6), 7) the lepton number production and the evolution in the expanding universe were studied. In the last few years, much attention has been paid to CP violation of seesaw models. The relation between CP violation of leptogenesis and CP violation of neutrino oscillation was shown. 8) Because there are many CP violating phases in seesaw models, it is important to identify CP violating observables as much as possible. Such observables include the low energy CP asymmetry of neutrino oscillations. In the present paper, we study the lepton family density to entropy density ratios Y e , Y µ and Y τ in seesaw models. Hereafter, we call them the lepton family asymmetries. We shall show that they are sensitive to the CP violating phases. By studying the lepton family asymmetries, we can trace more detailed history of the leptogenesis scenario. So far, lack of our knowledge for the neutrino Yukawa couplings in seesaw models has resulted in numerous speculations on their possible forms. Our result shows that different forms may lead to different lepton family asymmetries. Thus, the lepton family asymmetries are useful for constraining the forms of the Yukawa couplings.
In this paper, we give a detailed calculation for the lepton family asymmetries by solving the Boltzmann equations. In the Boltzmann equations of the previous works, 6) 7) it is implicitly assumed that the chemical potentials are the same for all the three lepton doublets and the effects of the chemical potentials of the other particles are neglected. Contrastingly, we shall consider all the chemical potentials for the standard model (SM) particles. 9) We do not assume that the three lepton doublets have the same chemical potential a priori. We assign the independent chemical potentials for each generation of lepton doublets. 10) In this way, we can treat the evolution of the lepton family asymmetries in the Boltzmann equation.
For numerical analysis, we extend the previous study 11) on the minimal seesaw model. In the model, there are three CP violating phases. Considering the lepton family asymmetries, we find that they are sensitive to one of the CP violating phases which is different from the one related to the total lepton asymmetry Y L . For instance, we find the case that the signs of the lepton family asymmetries Y µ and Y τ are opposite each other and the tiny lepton asymmetry Y L results from the cancellation among the much larger family asymmetries.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the Yukawa sector for seesaw models is given and the minimal seesaw model is introduced. In Sec. 3, The Boltzmann equations for the lepton family asymmetries are derived. Sphaleron process and the other equilibrium processes are discussed and the relations among chemical potentials are studied. Using the minimal seesaw model and the relations of the chemical potentials, we solve the Boltzmann equations and present the numerical results in Sec. 4 . Finally, in Sec. 5, we give our conclusions. The derivations of various cross sections used in our calculation are shown in Appendices. §2. Model
We first discuss the leptonic sector of seesaw model. The Yukawa terms and the mass terms for seesaw model are given by, y ν . The minimal seesaw model which is compatible with the present neutrino oscillation data includes two heavy Majorana neutrinos. For numerical analysis, we focus on the minimal model. We summarize the results in the previous work 11) which are relevant to this paper. There are 11 parameters in neutrino sectors in the model. They are two heavy Majorana masses, M 1 , M 2 and 9 parameters in m D . As input parameters, we choose a heavy Majorana mass M 1 , the ratio of the two heavy Majorana masses, R =
, and their total decay widths Γ k D (k = 1, 2). From neutrino oscillation experiments, two mass squared differences and two mixing angles are obtained. Then 8 of 11 parameters can be determined. The remaining three parameters are left undetermined. They are related to |U e3 |, CP violation of neutrino oscillation and neutrinoless double beta decays, which will be measured in the future experiments. The formulae which relates the input parameters with m D are derived using the bi-unitary parameterization, 11) 
where, 
where we define the auxiliary quantities as,
The above relations follow from the eigenvalue equation for the light neutrino mass squared n 2 ,
We can easily see that one of the eigenvalues (n 1 ) is zero. It was shown that MNS matrix can be written as a product of matrices as follows, 8) where K R is given by,
θ, φ and α in K R are functions of the parameters in m and V R which are already determined by (2 . 5). Explicitly, K R is obtained from the diagonalization of m ef f as,
To summarize this section, we are able to determine the part of MNS matrix, i.e., K R using the parameters M 1 , R, x 1 , x 2 , n 2 and n 3 . At this stage, U L is still left undetermined. How to constrain U L will be discussed in Section 4. §3. Boltzmann equation
In this section, we shall give the derivation of the Boltzmann equations for lepton family asymmetries. The primordial lepton numbers are generated by outof-equilibrium decays of the heavy Majorana neutrinos. The decay occurs at the temperature higher than the electroweak phase transition temperature (T EW ), before sphaleron process being frozen. While at extremely high temperature T ≥ T sph ≃ 10 12 [GeV], the sphaleron process is not so active and the lepton number can not be converted into the baryon number. Then, the primordial leptogenesis must occur at the temperature above T EW and below T sph so that the baryogenesis from leptogenesis works. Above T EW , the electroweak symmetry is recovered and the Higgs vacuum is in the symmetric phase (v = 0). We focus on the Boltzmann equations which are valid in the symmetric phase. In the phase, the lepton family number violating processes involve the Yukawa coupling of the neutrinos y ν . Using the Boltzmann equation, we can trace the evolution of the lepton family number asymmetries from the mass scales of heavy Majorana neutrinos down to T EW . In order to trace the evolution into the lower temperature regime T ≤ T EW , the Boltzmann equations in the broken phase must be used. The derivation of the equations in the broken phase is beyond the scope of the present paper.
We first show the Boltzmann equations for the heavy Majorana neutrino number densities n k (k = 1, 2, · · · N ) and lepton family number densities n L i (i = 1, 2, 3), . m P denotes the Planck mass scale and g * ≃ 106.75 counts the total number of light particles degrees of freedom at T EW ≤ T ≤ T sph . The right-hand side of the Boltzmann equations C n k and C l i are source terms and they denote the particle number changes per unit spacetime volume. The source terms are obtained by computing the decays, the inverse decays, and the scattering processes.
In deriving the Boltzmann equations, we use Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions for light particles. Explicitly, the phase space density of a light particle X with energy E X and chemical potential µ X is given by,
The distribution is a good approximation in the absence of Bose condensation and Fermi degeneracy. The signs of the chemical potentials for particle and anti-particle are opposite each other. The up component in SU (2) doublets has the same chemical potential as that of the down component in the symmetric phase of electroweak symmetry. For the heavy Majorana neutrino N R k , we assume that the distribution is proportional to the equilibrium distribution. Under this assumption, the normalization constant is given by the ratio of the non-equilibrium number density n k and the equilibrium density n
where s z denotes the spin of the heavy Majorana neutrinos.
The processes contributing to the source terms can be divided into two parts. One includes the decays and inverse decays of the heavy Majorana neutrinos, and the other includes two-body scattering. The contribution from decay and inverse decays are denoted as C D and the contribution from scattering processes are denoted as C R . Then the total source terms are given by their sum,
for the heavy Majorana neutrinos densities and
for the lepton family number densities respectively.
Below, in the results of the two-body scattering a + b → c + d, we define the reaction rate γ as, 
. All the reduced cross sectionsσ are collected in Appendix B. Number change Processes
Firstly, we calculate the source term C n k in (3 . 1). The decays and the inverse decays of the heavy Majorana neutrinos contribute to the source term. The processes involved in the calculation are listed in Table I . Using the Lagrangian (2 . 1), the definitions in Appendix A, and the phase space densities in (3 . 2) and (3 . 3), we calculate the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 1(a) and obtain,
where γ ki D is related to the partial decay width Since the Yukawa coupling of top quark is much larger than those of the other SM particles, the heavy Majorana neutrino creation and annihilation processes in Fig. 2 give important contributions to the heavy Majorana neutrino number densities. 6) The processes are listed in Table II . Their contributions to the source term C n k are given by, 
Number change Processes via t channel Processes via s channel
The reaction rates γ ki φ,s and γ ki φ,t are related to the reduced cross sectionsσ ki φ,s and σ Next let us study the source terms for lepton family numbers, C l i in (3 . 1). The decays and the inverse decays contribution to C D l i is given by,
where the lepton family CP asymmetry ε k i is defined as,
The CP asymmetries are generated by the interference of the tree diagram and oneloop diagrams shown in Fig. 1 ,
where
14)
The diagram Fig. 1(d) gives the contributions to the second terms of the lepton family CP asymmetry (3 . 13). The diagram does not contribute to the total lepton asymmetry while it does contribute to the lepton family CP asymmetries. The contributions to the source term C l i from two particle scatterings can be divided into four parts,
The first two terms in (3 . 15) are obtained by calculating the diagrams in Fig. 2 . They are given as follows,
The processes listed in Table III also contribute to the C R l i
. They are denoted by
and are given by, Table III . |∆L| = 2 and ∆L = 0 lepton family number changing scattering processes
Number change Processes via s (u) channel Process via t (u) channel
The processes in Table III are classified into the total lepton number changing scatterings (|∆L| = 2) and the total lepton number conserving scatterings (∆L = 0). In the former, the lepton family number L i changes by one unit or by two units. The latter corresponds to
The total lepton number conserving and the lepton family number violating processes must be taken into account when we study each lepton family number evolution. In Fig.  3 , the typical Feynman diagrams which correspond to ∆L = 0 ∆L i = −1 are shown. Their reaction rates are included in γ N,s and γ N,t2 of (3 . 18) and (3 . 19 ). Finally we also note that in (3 . 18), the term ε k i comes from the on-shell contribution of s-channel heavy Majorana particle exchanged diagrams.
Sphaleron and chemical potential relations
In the previous subsection, we write the source terms with the reaction rates γ and the chemical potentials µ. In this subsection, we derive the relation between the lepton family asymmetries Y Li and chemical potentials by considering the various equilibrium conditions. We adapt the method developed by Harvey and Turner.
13)14)
At first, let us consider the effective action of sphaleron for all left-handed fermions,
where Q i , L i are quark and lepton doublets respectively. The sphaleron transition rate at high temperature, in the symmetric phase, is estimated to be 12) 
In the temperature range (3 . 22), the sphaleron equilibrium condition leads to the chemical potential relation,
where N f = 3. We assume that gauge and Yukawa interactions are in equilibrium.
From charged current interaction processes, we obtain the following chemical potential relations,
where i (i = 1, 2, 3) denote indices for the generations. By taking the weak basis that the Yukawa term for up type quarks is flavor diagonal and that for down type quarks has flavor off-diagonal elements, we obtain the chemical potential relations from the equilibrium condition of the Yukawa interactions, 
Using (3 . 24),(3 . 25) and (3 . 26), we can also show that the chemical potentials for up type quarks are flavor independent,
Next, we can relate the chemical potentials of SU (2) doublets. This follows from the chemical potential for W boson vanishes in the symmetric phase. 13) From (3 . 24), the up and down components of SU(2) doublets have the same chemical potential.
Note that the chemical potentials for leptons can be flavor dependent.
We also take into account of the charge neutrality condition. The condition can be written as, 
We can also write the baryon number density and lepton number densities with the chemical potentials as,
By using the equations above, we finally obtain the relations between the chemical potentials for the lepton doublets (µ l − iL ) and lepton family asymmetries,
where s is entropy density given by s =
What is important particularly from the flavor-dependent point of view is that family asymmetry Y L i take a different value on the each generation. The conversion rate from lepton asymmetry to baryon asymmetry is given by the well known formulae, 13)
We will use the relations (3 . 31) and (3 . 33) to express all the chemical potentials in terms of the lepton family asymmetries in the next subsection.
Boltzmann Equations
Now we can write the Boltzmann equations in a tractable form. Using the definition in (3 . 33) 
s , the Boltzmann equations (3 . 1) can be rewritten as,
where the time t derivative in (3 . 1) is replaced by derivative on z using the relation in the radiation-dominated epoch,
In the source terms C
derived in subsection 3.1, we adapt the chemical potential relations in (3 . 31) and (3 . 33), and the approximation of sinh
Then A ij and A k ij are given as follows, In this section, we present the numerical results for the lepton family number asymmetries based on the minimal seesaw model described in Sec. 2. As we showed in the previous section, the Yukawa coupling y ν = , x 1 , x 2 , n 2 and n 3 . Next we show how the angles in U L are constrained by discussing the presently available neutrino oscillation experimental measurements. The SK Collaboration showed that the ν µ created in the atmosphere oscillates into ν τ with almost maximal mixing, 15) sin 2 2θ atm ∼ 1 and the neutrino mass squared difference ∆m 2 atm = (2 ∼ 4) × 10 −3 [eV 2 ]. The second mass-squared difference and mixing angle are constrained by solar neutrino experiments. The SNO collaboration reported that the ν e 's from the sun oscillate into the other active neutrinos. 16) The SK and the SNO collaboration 16) suggested that the MSW large-mixing-angle (LMA) solution is the most favorable solution to the solar-neutrino deficit problem, for which sin 2 2θ sol = 0.7 ∼ 0.9 and the combined analysis of the KamLAND 17) and all the solar neutrino data gives ∆m 2 sol = (3 ∼ 15) × 10 −5 [eV 2 ]. For the third mixing angle, only the upper bound is obtained from the reactor neutrino experiments. CHOOZ 18) found sin 2 2θ rea < 0.1 for ∆m 2 atm ∼ 3 × 10 −3 [eV 2 ]. The current neutrino experimental data indicates clearly that there is a hierarchy of neutrino mass-splitting. If the small mixing angles θ L13 and θ are taken, the light neutrinos mixing matrix U M N S defined in (2 . 8), can be simplified,
(1, e iα ′ , e −iα ′ ). A very similar form to the low energy MNS mixing matrix is obtained. In this case, the angles in matrix U L defined in (2 . 3) can be related directly to the corresponding neutrino mixing angles and can be determined by neutrino experiments. In this work, we take the natural hierarchical scenario and set the following neutrino masses in (2 . 10) for the corresponding measured neutrino mass differences,
For the angles in U L , we can take,
3)
The parameters x 1,2 defined in (2 . 6) are constrained by the conditions, 11)
The primordial lepton number must be created when the sphaleron process is in equilibrium so that the conversion from the lepton numbers to the baryon number occurs effectively. In our numerical calculation, we fix the mass for the lightest heavy Majorana neutrino M 1 as 2 × 10 11 [GeV], below T sph ≃ 10 12 [GeV] and we take the ratio R = M 1 M 2 to be 0.1. Finally, we consider the constraints from measurements of the cosmological baryon to photon ratio η = n B /n γ . 1), 2) Recall that temperature below T EW , sphaleron process is not active and thus, the total baryon number B is conserved. If the universe expands adiabatically, the total entropy S is also conserved. Then Y B is also conserved as, 
The typical results are displayed in Fig. 4 to Fig. 8 . Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the heavy Majorana neutrino density to entropy density ratios Y N on temperature.
One can see clearly that for high temperature region z ≤ 0.1, Y N 1 is nearly equal to Y N 2 . However, as z becomes larger, the asymmetry from the heavier right-handed neutrino decays drops quickly, thus, the lighter one gives dominate contribution. We plot the evolution of the lepton family asymmetries in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . By investigating the family structure of these figures, we observe the following features. (1) The total lepton asymmetry Y L increases with larger z and reach its maximum at z ∼ 0.6. The behavior of Y L in small z region can be understood as follows. Since
) is positive for k = 2 while negative for k = 1. In addition, for R ≪ 1, from Eqs. (3 . 13), (3 . 14) and (3 . 7), one can obtain that the order of i ε k i γ ki D is the same for k = 1 and k = 2. However, around z ≃ 0.1, the deviation from equilibrium distribution is larger for the heavier Majorana neutrion N R 2 . Thus, the magnitude of the positive one is much larger than the negative one. Then, Y L increases in the small z region. This feature is in contrast to the previous work 11) where only contribution from the lighter right-handed neutrino N R 1 are taken into account. As z becomes larger, the positive contribu- tion to Y L from the heavier Majorana neutrinos decreases and the contribution from the lightest heavy Majorana neutrinos decay becomes dominant. We can see that the sign of Y L changes at the intermediate regions (1 < z < 10). Then the lepton asymmetry from the the heavier Majorana neutrino (N R 2 ) is compensated by the one from the lightest heavy Majorana neutrino (N R 1 ). This feature can be seen clearly by showing the contribution to lepton asymmetry from N R 1 and N R 2 decays separately, as desplayed in Fig. 5 . Y L will further decrease and it tends to be a constant asymptotically at low temperature. It is important to include the contributions from both heavy Majorana neutrinos for the lepton asymmetry and its evolution. 
Since the matrix y † ν y ν is not related to the matrix U L , and γ L just appears in matrix U L (2 . 3), the γ L -dependent terms in ε k i γ ki D only come from the quantity (y ν ) * i1 (y ν ) i2 in (3 . 13). Using (2 . 3) and (2 . 4), we otbain
Note only the second term of (4 . 9) is relevant to CP phase γ L , and is proportional
From (4 . 9) and (4 . 10) that in cases of
have opposite sign, leading to that Y µ is dominant in the total lepton asymmetry in case of γ L = 0, while Y τ is dominant in case of γ L = π. In Fig. 7 , we have shown the evolution of the lepton family asymmetries for another choice, γ L = π 2 . In this case, |Y µ | and |Y τ | are much larger than Y L . In contrast to the total lepton asymmetry, the lepton family asymmetry, for example, Y µ from N R 2 decay is dominant and can not be upset by the contribution from N R 1 decay. The understanding is illustrated in Fig. 8 . We show the lepton asymmetries at the low energy and study the dependence of the asymptotic (z ≫ 1) values on the CP violating phase γ L . In contrast to case of Y µ and Y τ , Y e and the total lepton asymmetry Y L is insensitive to the value of CP phase γ L and is nearly constant. In addition, we find from this figure that for the inputs we chose, the size of the lepton family asymmetries Y µ and Y τ can be of order 10 −8 and cancel each other mostly, leaving the total lepton asymmetry of order 10 −10 which is consistent with the experimental observations. 1), 2) §5. Conclusions
In this work we have presented a detailed calculations for primordial lepton family asymmetries in seesaw model by taking into account the effect of chemical potentials for all SM particles. The minimal CP violating seesaw model is used in obtaining numerical results. The main results of our paper are as follows.
(1) Subject to constraints from neutrino oscillation experiments and observed cosmological baryon to photon ratio, the order of the total lepton asymmetry Y L can be different from that for each generations Y L i . There exist scenarios in the minimal seesaw model, both Y µ and Y τ are of order 10 −8 , whereas Y L is of order 10 −10 due to the cancellation. ( 2) The lepton family asymmetries are sensitive to CP violating phase γ L in the matrix U L . In contrast to this, the dependence of the total lepton asymmetry on γ L is quite weak. Note that the total lepton asymmetry is sensitive to the CP violating phase γ R in V R 11) . (3) Both of the heavy Majorana neutrinos give important contributions to the primordial lepton family asymmetries. The heavier Majorana neutrino decay can dominate in the lepton family asymmetry. The new features we found provide useful informations and may be observable in future cosmological experiments. As a future extension of the research, it would be interesting to investigate the correlation between CP violation for the lepton family asymmetries and the low energy CP violation of neutrino oscillations. 19), 20), 21), 22), 23) Source terms C l i and C n k
In this Appendix, we show the definitions of the source terms C l i and C n k . Writing the source term as
and C R l i stand for contributions from the decays and the inverse decays of the heavy Majorana neutrinos and two-body scatterings, respectively. C D l i is defined as,
The contributions from two particles scattering processes can be divided into four parts, C
The terms C (χ)R l i (χ = 1, 2, 3, 4) are defined as follows,
where α is color indices of quark. C (χ)R l i (χ = 2, 3) are given as follows,
where,
is given as,
In deriving (A . 7), the statistical factors are counted as follows. For the first eight processes with i = j, we need to multiply a factor 2 compared with those i = j since i = j cases corresponds to |∆L i | = 2 processes. However, there is a symmetric factor 1 4 in the case of i = j, whereas 1 2 for other cases. Therefore we have a common statistical factor for i = j and i = j.
Next we calculate C n k in (3 . 1) which can also divided into decay part C D n k and 2 → 2 reaction part C R n k . Similar to the calculations of the C l i ,
Since the smallness of Yukawa couplings of lepton and light quark, only contributions from the processes involving top (anti-top) quark to the reaction part are important, i.e.,
with, 10) and,
Appendix B Reduced cross sectionsσ(ŝ)
The reduced cross sections with N R k exchange can be expressed as, 
where a k ,ŝ are defined in (3 . 4) and (3 . 5), respectively, a H = M 2 H /M 2 1 with m H being the Higgs mass,
is the off-shell propagator of N R k .
